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Images Legalizing marijuana would make sense for Texas, says the state's top health official.
Amid growing support for legal weed, Texas's top health official says the state should follow
the lead of other states and legalize marijuana for recreational use. Last month, one of the
nation's top medical experts told lawmakers that her state could legalize cannabis for medical
purposes. “I’m open to looking at it, and having people be able to have access to it,” said Dr.
Mark J. Perry, a professor of economics at the University of Michigan. “And that’s not saying
that we’re ready for it, or we can start right now, but I’m open to looking at it.” But not
everyone in the state agrees with Perry’s reasoning. Now, Texas' top health official, Dr. John
Hellerstedt, agrees with Perry that legal marijuana is a step in the right direction for Texas.
“Obviously, I would like to see what would happen if we did that,” he told a group of health
officials on Tuesday, “but it’s not something I’m afraid of.” Hellerstedt’s response to Perry’s
comments was “very encouraging” and comes on the heels of an announcement from Lt. Gov.
Dan Patrick that Texas would be the first state to require background checks for recreational
marijuana transactions. More than a dozen states have already approved cannabis for medical
purposes, with a handful allowing the drug for recreational use, like California and Colorado.
“I think we’re a long way from being able to legalize marijuana, and I’m not sure that we’re
ready for that just yet,” said Hellerstedt, a Republican and former president of the American
Heart Association. “But I would like to see where it’s at and see what the impact is on certain
things in the state.” Other lawmakers, like Texas Rep. Jodie Laubenberg, also remain against
the proposal. “
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